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Sustainability is the key. What we stand for goes beyond
nature-inspired design. It is about implementing nature’s
complexity in sophisticated and useful sustainable concepts.
We focus on biological processes as an inspiration and an
example for new material innovations – adapted to nature’s
material efficiency and sustainability.

Our team works with a passion for innovation, creativity,
concept and the pursuit of a better world. We strive for
sustainability and a circular economy in our concepts and
designs, with the Blue Economy as a base. This means that
we see waste as a raw material for new products.

Each component of each product needs to be either reusable or bio-degradable. By linking technical innovations
to our ecosystem, we are able to reduce waste and thus to
create a new policy in the hotel industry.

Sandra Baan
Founder IBI 2
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IBI 2 evolves around biomimicry. We are an innovation center
that uses nature as a source of inspiration. In our product
consortium, we develop biomimicry, bionic and bio design
innovations. From materials on their own to small innovative
products as hanging systems or entire furniture collections.

Trough consultancy we advise companies on a strategic
level, supporting them with the application and integration
of the latest sustainability principles. Companies and their
employees can also follow training courses on areas such as
cradle to cradle, the blue economy, and biomimicry.

To reinforce our commitment to innovation in the interior
design industry, we cooperate with renowned research
institutes.

Feel free to contact us. Architects and companies from the
building sector can come to us for advice and inspiration
regarding the use of bio-based materials in the building
industry. Any company can contact us for application and
integration of the latest sustainability principles. Or a
waste product or by-product that is not made use of in their
current production line.
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ZERO WASTE
MEET BIOMIMICRY AND THE BLUE ECONOMY

The term biomimicry is derived from the contraction of the
Greek words bios ‘life’ and mimesis ‘imitate’, so literally
‘imitate life’. Biomimicry revolves around the pursuit of
mimicking the genius of nature’s design. There are three
major branches within biomimicry; design, material, and
ecosystem. The imitation of nature’s design results in
effective energy efficiency, making use of nature’s materials
can ban toxic (by-products) products from current industrial
processes and studying the ecosystem can convert our
disposable culture into a closed recycling system such as
the blue economy.

The blue economy is a business model created by Gunter
Pauli. The blue economy inspires connecting and combining
seemingly disparate environmental problems with opensource scientific solutions based upon physical processes
common in the natural world. To create solutions that are
both environmentally beneficial, have financial and wider
social benefits.
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THE BLUE ECONOMY
R E V O LV E S A R O U N D
12 P R I N C I P L E S

MAK E U SE O F WHAT IS AVAI LAB LE.
R E PLACE SO M ETH I N G WITH N OTH I N G.
WASTE IS A R ESOU RCE.
STI M U LATE D IVE RSITY.
MAK E ON LY USE OF R E N EWAB LE SOU RCES.
MAK E IT R E SI LI E NT, FLE X I B LE AN D ADAPTIVE.
MAK E USE OF WHAT IS PR ESE NT, AVOI D SCARCITY.
WO R K WITH TH E E NVI RO N M E NT.
LI M IT OWN E RSH I P, EX PLOIT JOI NT OWN E RSH I P.
TU R N A BY-PRODUCT I NTO A PRODUCT.
STR IVE FO R A WI N-WI N SITUATIO N.
TU R N A PRO B LE M I NTO AN O PPO RTU N ITY.
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LOHAS
CONSUMER
LIFESTYLES OF HEALTH AND SUSTAINABILITY
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LOHAS CONSUMER
LOHAS is an acronym for Lifestyles of Health and
Sustainability. The LOHAS marketplace comprises five
key segments: a sustainable economy, healthy lifestyles,
alternative healthcare, personal development , and ecological
lifestyles. Their main concern, as the label suggests,
is creating a new culture based on values reflecting
ecological sustainability, authenticity in personal and
public life, women’s issues, looking at the bigger picture,
and spirituality. The LOHAS consumer is not a trend it is a
subculture created in the 1960s, about deeper values. They
are concerned about turning a blind eye to business and feel
connected to the earth. They are a highly educated group
that is afraid of materialism, intolerance and distrustful of
big companies and the government .

The LOHAS consumers use media in many ways and they
are mainly active on the internet . They prefer simple,
transparent and informative communication. They want
information packed in simple statements that are available
right away. Communication should be authentic in order to
win Lohas consumers. Built-on lifestyle marketing is not
well received. Suppliers should communicate their values
transparently, as well as emphasizing nature-friendly and
fair production conditions or a company-wide sustainability
strategy. By successful establishing a brand that stands
for sustainability, transparency, and quality, the chances of
success in the long term are LOHAS consumers.
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FEATU R ES
OF THE LOHAS
CONSUMER
VALUES

GOALS

QUALITIES

authenticity

fair society

critical

honesty

justice

testing

naturalness

healthy environment

questioning

responsibility

self-realizing

social

commitment

participation

curious

activism

community

creative

wholeness

body, mind and soul

self-confident

harmony

personal development

demanding

autonomy

balance

harmonious
holistic
idealistic
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LOHAS
SUBGROUPS
The LOHAS consumers are not a homogenous group who
all share the same characteristics. Although they have
similarities in their values, goals and characteristics. They
can be defined in seven subgroups: Lavos, Rarkos,
World-Conservative Moralists, Status Seekers, World
Citizens, Connoisseur and Responsible Familymen.

LAVOS
The Lavos consumer leads a simple lifestyle by consciously paying
attention to their consumption. They prefer a minimalistic lifestyle
and are critical about materialism. They are against the fast pace of
today ’s society and strive for a new social order. The Lavos consumer
is constantly seeking fulfillment during their lifetime.
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RARKOS

WORLD-CONSERVATIVE MORALISTS

The Rarkos consumer actively uses the internet . Transparency and

The World-Conservative Moralists have a strong personality. They

authenticity are important to them. The Rarkos consumer is self-

make sure that they are eating healthy fair trade food. Social

confident and strives for fairness and the value of humanity.

engagement is very important to them. Their beliefs, as well as their
idea of peace, are of a high moral standard. They are not interested
in materialism and insists on cleanliness and order.
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STATUS SEEKERS

WORLD CITIZENS

The Status Seekers perform well professionally. To reduce the work-

The World Citizens generally have creative professions;

related stress they work out regularly. Next to seeking challenges

photographers or designers. Their interest revolves around a

professionally they also love to seek challenges during their leisure

balanced body and mind. The world citizens practice mostly yoga to

time improving, again and again, their performance. They appreciate

maintain a harmonious body and mind. They are extremely interested

the financial benefits of their exhausting jobs. It is important to the

in foreign cultures. Modern technology is very important them, as

status seekers to consume as little (electric)power as possible.

well as the internet which they fully rely on.
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CONNOISSEUR

RESPONSIBLE FAMILYMEN

The Connoisseur is someone who enjoys indulgence. Education is

The Responsible Familymen stands for equal rights. They love

of great importance to them, they love being able to solve difficult

their family as well as the environment . They buy organic products

issues. They are interested in design and sustainability. They do not

for a healthy family diet . When buying clothing they pay particular

shy away from investing more money in order to own a nice designer

attention if the product is produced in a sustainable production.

piece sustainably produced. The connoisseurs are fascinated by

Representing rights of smaller groups such as womens or animals

technical and design innovations.

rights are significant for the responsible familymen. In addition they
do not rely on modern medicine but on homeopathy to protect their
bodies from chemicals.
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COLOUR
BANKS
TREND FORECASTING
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19-1218 TPX

19-0515 TPX

19-4922 TPX
19-5406 TPX

13-0107 TPX

18-5606 TPX

19-3712 TPX

19-4125 TPX

19-4229 TPX

15-3802 TCX

16-1707 TCX

13-1504 TCX

18-2326 TCX

17-2120 TCX

19-0303 TCX

15-2705 TCX

14-5002 TPX

427 C

7530 C

7589 C

11-0107 TPX

414 C

19-4007 TPX

14-5002 TPX

17-4408 TCX

14-4306 TCX

13-1010 TCX

19-4220 TCX

19-3928 TCX

18-4045 TCX

12-0817 TPX

17-1045 TPX

15-4008 TPX

16-1255 TPX
19-4203 TPX

19-3928 TPX

15-1119 TPX

14-59848 TPX

18-1405 TCX

17-1147 TCX

16-1414 TCX

18-4045 TCX
18-1405 TCX

12-0404 TCX

16-0730 TCX

12-0910 TCX

18-4045 TCX

7544 C

14-5002 TPX

19-4203 TPX

18-1405 TCX

19-0515 TPX

Cool Gray 8 C

MATE R IALS
BIO MATERIALS DEVELOPED BY IBI 2
AND IBI 2 PARTNERS
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Productcode 8100201

D E C O R ATI V E C O ATI N G S
C H A R A CTE R I Z E D BY TH E I R
A UTH E NTI C F R A G R A N C E,
N ATU R A L F E E L A N D
I M P R E S S I V E LO O K.
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Bark crushed

Alpine Hay grown at 1,700 meters a.s.l.

Rose petals and rosebuds

Wool from the Tyrolean mountain sheep

Giant skeletton leaves

Bark grounded

Beard lichen with bark

Birch leaves
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Productcode 8100201

WILDSPITZE MARGERITTE
Alpine hay grown at 1.700m

SUNNABLUAMA
Sunflower seeds

LAWENDL
Lavender stems and blossoms

High effective acoustic products up to Alpha (w) 0,9 according ISO EN 354 at 70mm thickness

Self adhesive and superflexible backings with
1mm bending diameter

ROSCHT
Fine crushed bark
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ZITROUNE
Cut lemongrass and slices
of lemon

Translucent variations

BAMBOART
Beard lichen and bark
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Productcode 8100201
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Productcode 8100202

FROM
M I LK
TO
FA B R I C
48

WET-FELT
Wool & Milk

COMPOSITE
Gras & Milk

FABRIC
Wool & Milk

COMPOSTE
Flax & Milk
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Productcode 8100202

Stapled milk fibers are suitable for the
production of multi-component nonwovens with
innovative manufacturing processes.

The modern trend material made of wool is often
associated with viscose and synthetic fibers
mixed. Milk significantly improves the unique
properties of wool. It gives you a silky feel and
FELT

strength.

Wool & Milk
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FROM
WASTE
TO
WALL
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Productcode 8100203

Wood

HONAI COCO
Coconut

OMO NIHA COCO STONE
Coconut

Coconut

BOROBUDUR COCO
Coconut

Wood

PYRAMID ESPRESSO
Wood

Wood

BAGONJONG COCO
Coconut

PRAMBANAM BESAR
Mahogany Bark

Coconut

Wood

Sustainable interior decoration from residual
materials. The raw materials of trees, plants and
residual products are combined into handy wall
panels. They are lightweight , durable, waterresistant , maintenance-friendly and easy to apply.
They can be used as wall furniture or ceiling
coverings in almost any interior.
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Productcode 8100204

SAVES UP TO 30% ON
YOUR ENERGY BILL
A high quality and versatile water-based paint for interior
walls and ceilings. It reduces the need for artificial light
sources by increasing the reflectivity of light through walls
and ceilings. As a result , less energy is required to light
a building, reducing the energy bill and CO2 emissions. It
makes rooms lighter and contributes to a more sustainable
world helping you saving up to of 30% heating costs.
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FROM
LEFTOVER
TO
A LT E R N A T I V E
LE ATH E R
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Productcode 8100205

OLIVE LEAVES
Liquid biobased materials based for 70-80% on natural waste.
Experience natures colors and patterns in seamless floors, tabletops and furniture.
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Productcode 8100206

CRANBERRY
Liquid biobased materials based for 70-80% on natural waste.
Experience natures colors and patterns in seamless floors, tabletops and furniture.
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Productcode 8100207

CORN COBS
Liquid biobased materials based for 70-80% on natural waste.
Experience natures colors and patterns in seamless floors, tabletops and furniture.
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Productcode 8100208

COFFEE GROUNDS & COCONUTS
Liquid biobased materials based for 70-80% on natural waste.
Experience natures colors and patterns in seamless floors, tabletops and furniture.
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Productcode 8100209

ALGIES
Liquid biobased materials based for 70-80% on natural waste.
Experience natures colors and patterns in seamless floors, tabletops and furniture.
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Productcode 8100210

WOODE N CH I P PAN E LS
WITH AN INVITING
CONCRETE APPEARANCE
The wooden panels are made up of three layers; wood chips,
water, high-quality Portland cement and wood mineralization
materials. The vapor-open three-layered sheet is an excellent
product for outdoor and indoor applications. It is fire and
moisture resistance, and can be sawn, drilled and sanded.
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Productcode 8100211

Traditional hardwood Beech furniture in a completely new, modern look . The upright
veneer layers provide an elegant look and at the same time wear-resistant surface.
Ideal for furniture, stair steps, wooden flooring and for interior joinery.

The panels can be machined and worked like glued laminated timber or solid wood.
The sanded surfaces are perfect for staining, waxing, oiling, and painting. Only raw
materials from local and sustainably managed forests are being used in its production.
The tree is rotary peeled in one of the most modern production facilities
in Europe and transformed into a high-tech material with hardly any loss in value of
the material.
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Productcode 8100231

Aerogels are made of a highly porous solid material consisting out
of 90 – 98 % air. They lightest solid materials in the world and were
originally developed for use in space; as an insulating material for
spacesuits and as a storage medium for gases and solids. The raw
material from which aerogels are made is amorphous silicon dioxide,
known in the building industry as potassium water glass or silicate.
Aerogels are a pure mineral in origin, and the highest performance
insulating materials available today.

The outstanding insulation is possible due to the incredibly finegrained microstructure. Air molecules get trapped in the pores,
severely limiting the ability of the material to conduct heat .
Aerogels are the best available insulating materials with the lowest
coefficients of thermal conductivity.
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Productcode 8100212

HEMP FIBER

YARN RESIDUE

STRAW

Polylactic acid or polylactide is the name for thermoplastic
polymers or lactic acid. They are often referred to as the
abbreviation PLA . PLA is biodegradable, biocompatible
and is produced from renewable vegetable raw materials
such are corn starch or sugar cane. PLA is a sustainable
alternative to traditional plastics from petroleum chemicals
such as polyethylene, polypropylene or polystyrene.

PLA can be mixed with a wide variety of dried
decorative products and shaped to any desirable
76

shape through thermal shaping.
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Productcode 8100213

Robinia is one of Europe’s most environmentally friendly wood species. This
type of tree grows in Hungary it grows rapidly and is an ecologically responsible
way of forestry. Robinia grows grey over time becoming even more beautiful and
characteristic .
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Productcode 8100214

BROWN CLAY
Earthy with straw

STONE
Moroccan lacquer

T-Paint
Gomera

DURODOVER
Pearl

DRYPAINT
Gloss plaster
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LIMBURGS
MOORLANDWOOL
In the prehistory wool was an important raw material for
the production of warm clothing. Mainly, for this reason,
sheeps were kept on the moorlands. Later on the manure
was used to keep the fields fertile. Because of the enormity
of the moorlands in Venray, a small city in Limburg, sheep
cultivation was a major source of income.
In the middle of the 18th century, a new trend emerged
to travel with small sheep flocks to surrounding cities to
sell fresh meat directly to local butchers. This was a huge
success and in 1809 the first flock of sheep left Venray
on foot to the Eiffel tower in Paris. At the feet of the Eiffel
Tower, the lambs, born on the way over, where sold to the
French and the rest of the flock returned home with the
shepherd to start the same journey all over again a couple
of months later. Around 1826 the ‘Grand Compagnie’ was
founded and in the second half of the 19th century, the
organization earned over a million gulden a year.

Nowadays the yield of the wool barely covers the cost of
shaving the sheep in the first place. The time that shepherds
could live from the yield of meat and wool is long gone. The
herds are smaller and consist out of traditional breeds who
belong in the Dutch moorlands. The moorland sheep are
commercially not interesting since they provide less meat
and wool in comparison to other breeds.

The goal for the Limburgs Moorlandwool is to create
sustainable products from locally produced wool.
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Productcode 8100215
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LIMBURGS
LEATH E R
Currently, chromium is used in the process of tanning
leather. Chromium is most harmful to the environment . In
cooperation with Leolux IBI 2 created durable leather from
the cows in Limburg. The hides from the limousin regional
cow are tanned with sustainable tanning substances. The
tanning process is longer in comparison with Chromium but
far more sustainable making it possible to create durable
furniture made out of Limburgs Leather.
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Productcode 8100216
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COLLECTIONS
INTERIOR COLLECTIONS BY IBI 2
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ARMOR
OF HARMONY
BASED ON THE ANATOMY OF THE PERICARP
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ARMOR OF HARMONY
This concept is inspired by the chestnut peel. The chestnut
anatomy consists out of three different layers, together
called the pericarp. The pericarp consists out of the exocarp
(epicarp) , the mesocarp and the endocarp. With this in mind,
we have developed the ‘Armor of Harmony ’ collection.

‘Armor’ stands for the chestnut shells, which form a shield of
to protect the inner edible section. ‘Harmony ’ represents the
symbolic meaning of the chestnut .
The Armor of Harmony collection is designed out of two
main materials: residual coconut shells on the outside, ‘the
armor’. And a biobased resin created with natural waste;
cranberries and olive leaves, ‘the edible’.

It is all about the contrast between the sharp exocarp, the
hard endocarp and the soft seed edible portion of chestnut .

The key words in this collection are protection, shield,
layeredness, bio-design, shielding, peeling.
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Productcode 8100217
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Productcode 8100229
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Productcode 8100230

99

PINCHING
SHARK
FOR EXTREME HOLD
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PINCHING SHARK
There are 400 types of sharks worldwide with the white
shark being the biggest of them all. The Dutch word for
shark: haai, is descended from the Icelandic word haki. Haki
in Icelandic means hook referring to the hook-shaped tail
fin of the shark . The white shark has the strongest biting
force of all living creatures with a bite force of 1.8 tonnes. In
comparison, a full-grown African lion has a bite force of 560
kilograms and human beings about 80 kilograms, not even
20% of the bite force of the white shark .

The pinching shark is a ‘haki’ based on the incredible biting
force of the white shark . The Pinching Shark is a highly
flexible clamp that can carry up to 200 kg. It is sustainable,
long lasting and made from biobased materials. Available in
your favorite colour.
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Productcode 8100218
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Productcode 8100218
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MYCELIUM
GROWING INTERIORS
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Productcode 8100219

The fungi in the residual currents of mushroom and mushroom farms serve as
110

raw material for mycelium material for interior and acoustic elements.
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FROM
MUSHROOM
TO HOTELROOM
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MUSHROOMED
Custom grown mycelium interior and acoustic items.
Mycelium is the network of fungus threads.
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P LY S K I N
A FINE PARTICLE FILTER, ISOLATION
AND ACOUSTIC ELEMENT
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Productcode 8100220

P LY S K I N
Plyskin mimics the skin ánd fur of a polar bear. The
polar bear can survive extremely low temperatures
thanks to its efficient fur and skin.

Mimicking the thermic function of the polar bear’s
skin Plyskin provides efficient insulation with a fine
particle filter and acoustic reduction function. Plyskin
is made of all biobased and recyclable materials.

The insulation consists of three layers. The outer
layer is a white ‘fur’ made from recyclable polyamide,
which looks and feels like hair. This layer is
translucent and has an insulating function because
the ‘hairs’ capture stationary air. The second layer has
a honeycomb structure, which makes the panel stiff. It
also absorbs a part of the heat radiation. The third is
a black , hollow layer that is filled with heat absorbing
material, which functions as a heat buffer. These two
layers are made from PET and biobased PLA .

The thermic performance is based on both
conductivity and radiation of heat , like a polar bear’s
skin. Unlike most insulation materials, the material
invites to be placed on the outside of the façade,
giving a room a unique look – that seems suitable for
petting.
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BIOBASED INSULATION INSPIRED BY THE POLARBEAR
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Productcode 8100220
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OPEN CORAL
AN INTERIOR COLLECTION INSPIRED
BY THE WONDERS OF THE OCEAN
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Productcode 8100221

Function:
Dimensions:
Material:
Specifications:
Design:

Armchair
1300 x 1300 x 900 (lwh)
Metal, Textile, Filling
Lounge armchair
Favites coral
Copyright by IBI²
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Productcode 8100222

Function:
Dimensions:
Material:
Specifications:
Design:

Deckchair
3000 x 1500 x 1700 (lwh)
Wood, Textile, Filling
Lounge chair
Function:
Favia coral

Deckchair
Dimensions:
3000 x 1500 x 1700 (lwh)
Material:
Wood, Textile, Filling
Copyright byLounge
IBI²
Specifications:
chair
Design:
Favia coral
Copyright by IBI²
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Productcode 8100223

Function:
Dimensions:
Material:
Specifications:
Design:

Coffee table
1000 x 950 x 530 (lwh)
Wood, Glass
Tabletops on multiple heights
Favia coral
Copyright by IBI²
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Function:
Dimensions:
Material:

Coffee table
1000 x 950 x 530 (lwh)
Wood, Glass
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DYNAMIC
D R A G O N F LY
AN INTERIOR COLLECTION BASED ON
THE UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE DRAGONFLY
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DYNAMIC
D R A G O N F LY
The wings of the dragonfly are not connected with each
other. Therefore the dragonfly is capable of controlling
each wing separately which makes them capable of
remarkable arts, such as hovering in the sky, vertical
takeoffs and flying backward.

The wings have a network of veins whose structure is
indispensable in the taxonomic classification of the
dragonfly. The costa, the end of the wing, is knuckled and
acts like a spoiler. By causing air to escape from the wing
surface, the dragonfly can lift itself. Near the costa is a
colored spot , the pterostigma, this colored spot might
assist the dragonfly with finer adjustments of the flight .

The Dynamic Dragonfly is a furniture collection based on
the unique features of the dragonfly. With a particularly
special rotating arm based on the functions of the
dragonfly wings which can move individually.
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Wings

DRAGONFLIES
INSECTS WHO KNOW HOW TO FLY

48 km/h is the fastest
dragonfly recorded, but
their cruising speed is more
around 16 km/h.

Some dragonflies use their
wings as reflectors, either
to reflect the suns warm
rays towards their bodies or
deflect the sun away from
them to cool their bodies.

Eyes

General
300.000.000
5,000

Years ago dragonflies were some of the
first winged insects.
Known species of dragonflies

The head consists almost
entirely of two huge compound
eyes, which gives the dragonfly
nearly 360° vision.

30.000

Lenses or ommatidia in each
compound eye.

This remarkable vision helps them
detect the movement of other insects
and avoid collisions in flight.
They also have a “flattened” area in
front of its eyes with eye cells that see
directly in front allowing it to zoom in.

Each of their four wings work
independently of each other.
This allows the dragonfly the
agility it has in the air. They can fly
straight up or
down, make hairpin turns, and
hover like a hummingbird.

Brain

A dragonfly uses about 80% of
its brain to process all this visual
information.
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http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/14-fun-facts-about-dragonflies-96882693/
http://listverse.com/2013/04/18/10-surprisingly-brutal-facts-about-dragonflies/
http://insects.about.com/od/dragonfliesanddamselflies/a/10-Cool-Facts-About-Dragonflies.htm

Productcode 8100224
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Productcode 8100224

Naam:
Functie:
Afmetingen:
Materialen:
Specificaties:
Design:
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Wingable
Bank
2000 x 750 x 1200 (lbh)
Hout, Aluminium, Textiel/Leer
Kogelgewricht
Patroon en vleugel libelle
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Productcode 8100224
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Productcode 8100224
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SEA FAB R IC
FABRIC MADE FROM OCEAN PLASTIC
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Productcode 8100225

THE FIVE GYRES
Oceans currents have formed five gigantic whirlpools where plastic waste collects.

SEA FAB R IC
NORTH
ATLANTIC

NORTH
PACIFIC

Momentarily there are more than 5 trillion pieces of plastic
in the ocean. Marine debris is a global environmental
problem.
SOUTH
PACIFIC

INDIAN
OCEAN

SOUTH
ATLANTIC

If we fail to clean up the plastic and stop the continued
pollution of the oceans, we are facing the potential
extinction of many sea life species and interruption of the
entire eco-system.

Sea fabric is a glare control fabric made of ocean plastic .
MARINE DEBRIS
Timeline of Biodegration

The dual fiber construction is made from recycled ocean
plastics blend together with high-performance polyester
fibers.

MILK CARTON
3 months

FOAMED PLASTIC CUP
50 years

136,000
Seals, whales, turles
and dolphins are
trapped every year by
ghost nets.
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PET BOTTLE
450 years

6

X

FISHING NET
600 years

It is estimated
that we have
six times more
plastic than
plankton in our
oceans.

640,000

90,000

Tons of fishing nets
in our oceans.

Is equal to 90,000
busses.
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SPAR K E LI N G
OCEAN
GLARE OF THE SUN ON THE OCEAN
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Productcode 8100226

Laser cut patterns are applied to both sides of the shades. Because of
the honeycomb design, the laser cut pattern reflects light all over the
room.

The shades are stylish, innovative and energy-efficient . The honeycomb
design of the blinds fold easily. The shades are made from Sea
fabric , a glare control fabric . The dual fiber construction is made
from recycled ocean plastics blend together with high-performance
polyester fibers.
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Productcode 8100226

Roller blinds are practical, innovative and stylish.
The blinds can be personalized with different laser patterns.
The laser cut patterns have a strong expression. The light falling on the
patterned blinders, create sharp reflections in the room.
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Productcode 8100226

The laser-cut pattern in the double shades is applied to the side of the
blinds which is closest to the window, so the maximum amount of light
can enter through the openings. The back side is plain fabric , this will
decrease the light making it softer.

When the incoming light is not direct , the laser-cut pattern must be
applied to both sides of the blinds for maximum impact .
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RHYTHM
OF LIGHT
MOSAIC OF THE OCEAN
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Productcode 8100227

QUADRANGULAR FRONT

QUADRANGULAR SIDE

RECTANGULAR FRONT

RECTANGULAR SIDE

The collection Rhythm of Light is inspired by origami and pop-up

There are various pattern designs available in

techniques. Sea fabric is ideal for these folding techniques, applied by

the Rhythm of Light collection, each with their

heat set on the fabric . This constructive addition to the blinds gives a

own way of transmitting light .

surprising design. The pop-up elements create an unusual interplay of
horizontal and vertical lines.

The shades are made from Sea fabric , a glare
control fabric made from ocean plastic .

The folding technique can also be applied to the lamellae and folded

The dual fiber construction is made from

in all necessary directions: pulling up the lamellas, rolling and pulling

recycled ocean plastics blend together with

down with the horizontal position of the lamellas, and overturning the

high-performance polyester fibers.

lamellas in order to close it .
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Productcode 8100227

In the interior sector there is need for modern,
clean and geometric designs. Shapes that popout of walls and furniture, the Rhythm of Light
collection adds to this cubical experience.
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Productcode 8100227

In architecture there is a demand for modern, clean
and geometric design. In the cubist architecture,
shapes pop-out of walls and buildings matching the
Rhythm of Light collection.
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Productcode 8100227

In the project market , there is demand for
modern, clean and geometric design. In the
cubistic architecture, shapes pop-out of walls,
ceilings, and floors. The collection Rhythm of
Light fits this demand flawlessly.
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BRIGHTEN UP
AN INSPIRING START OF THE DAY
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Productcode 8100228

The collection Brighten Up consists out of two layers of sea fabric , with inbetween
a layer of micro LED strips. The cassette tray includes an embedded system with
embedded software. Through satellite, it receives information which gets digitized.
Subsequently, the LED strips are activated and thus every morning there is a new
quote of the day visible on the blinds. The quotes provide a positive, motivating and
inspiring start of the day.
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Productcode 8100228

The side of the blinds which is closest to the window consists of two layers of sea
fabric with in between a layer of micro LED strips. So you can clearly read the texts,
the other side is made of plain transparent fabric ,

Sea fabric is a glare control fabric made of ocean plastic . The dual fiber construction
is made from recycled ocean plastic blend together with high-performance polyester
fibers.
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CONTACT US
+31 (0)77 352 32 85
design@ibi2.nl

Kazernestraat 17-19
5928 NL Venlo-Blerick
The Netherlands
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